Using chiral symmetry we investigate the leading SU(3) violation in the complete set of quark twist-3 light-cone distribution functions of the pion, kaon, and eta, including the two-parton distri- 
I. INTRODUCTION
Meson light cone distribution functions (LCDFs) play important roles in high energy hadronic exclusive processes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The same LCDFs contribute in many processes relevant to measuring fundamental parameters of the Standard Model [6] , such as B → πℓν, ηℓν which give the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix element |V ub |, B → Dπ used for tagging, and B → ππ, Kπ, KK, πη, . . . which are important for measuring CP violation.
With the increasing accuracy in data from the B factories, the flavor dependence in LCDFs becomes important to understand the flavor symmetry breaking in processes like B → MM ′ and B → MV , where M and V are pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively.
In Ref. [7] , chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) was first applied to study the leading SU (3) symmetry breaking effects in twist-2 LCDFs φ P M (x). It was shown that terms non-analytic in the quark masses do not affect the shape, and only appear in the normalization constants. 
where n is a constant light-like vector, n 2 = 0 and our octet matrices are normalized so that
[ y 2 n, − y 2 n] denotes the Wilson line connecting the quark bilinear located at And by isospin symmetry
These two equations are true to all orders in m q .
3)
where δφ i (x) is m q independent.
4) Gell-Mann-Okubo-like relations exist among the octet mesons
5) The three-parton LCDFs also have relations similar to 1)-4) [see Eqs.(66-68)].
6) Statements 1)-5) are still true in quenched and partially quenched simulations, and with the leading finite volume and finite lattice spacing corrections.
7) The light cone sum rule results [32] for twist-3 Gegenbauer moments are consistent
The analogous ChPT relation for twist-2 moments puts a tight constraint on the numerical values of a M,P 2 .
III. TWO-PARTON LCDFS
The operator product expansion of the non-local quark bilinear operator in Eq. (1) 
where
. . Here having the vector indices dotted into
has automatically projected onto the symmetric and traceless part. The matrix elements of these operators yield
where z ≡ 1 − 2x and the moments are defined as
Following similar procedures as in the twist-2 case [7] , we analyze the twist-3 matrix elements.
It is convenient to write
and similarly for O vanishes when k is odd due to C (and using isospin the same applies for M = π ± ). For all a's the operator would transform as
if we demanded that, under the C transformation
To construct the corresponding hadronic ChPT operators, we define Σ = exp(2iπ a λ a /f ) and 
k,0 vanishes when k is odd due to charge conjugation and SU (3) 
where the ellipse denotes ( 
All other NLO operators have derivatives on more than one Σ, or can be reduced to O p,a k,1
and O p,a k,2 using the equations of motion. For instance, consider 
The sum and difference
for operators with derivatives on more than one Σ by using the equation of motion for Σ, 
But this operator can be reduced to O
p,a k,2 using Eq. (25) . Finally, we can consider operators where the power suppression is generated by derivatives rather than a factor of m q . Boost invariance requires that these operators still have k factors of n µ , so they will involve k just like the operators we have been considering. To get power suppression with derivatives we can either use (∂ µ Σ † )(∂ µ Σ) which has derivatives on more than one Σ, or Σ † (∂ µ ) 2 Σ which can be traded for operators with m q 's using Eq. (29) . Therefore, the operators with m q 's in Eqs. (26), (27) at NLO. This is true for every moment, and so we conclude that the leading order SU(3)
k,2 and the wave function renormalization counterterms all contribute:
For M = π and K, f 
then by the equations of motion and Eq. (12) with k = 0, one obtains
These relations should be reproduced to all orders in ChPT. Indeed, direct computations of the leading chiral logarithmic corrections of f 
which is not proportional to η|uγ 5 u + dγ 5 d − 2sγ 5 s|0 away from the SU(3) limit.
By comparing the k = 0 and k = 0 cases in Eq.(30), we obtain
where z
in the chiral limit and z 0 p M = 1 is used. For k = 2m + 1 (odd moments), the z k p M structure yields
For k = 2m (even moments), the z k p M structure yields 
The moment relations imply the LCDF relations in Eqs.(4), (7) . They also imply useful relations among the frequently used Gegenbauer moments, defined by
with a
n (z) denote the Gegenbauer polynomials which are even (odd) functions of z when n is even (odd).
Eqs. (35)- (37) imply that 4a
B. The φ σ M Analysis
Following the analogous procedures, the twist-3 operator (O
and similarly for (O σ,a k ) µν RL . Under charge conjugation, 
Again, at LO there is only one hadronic operator
These yield the following relations. For k = 2m + 1 (odd moments),
For k = 2m (even moments), 
In terms of the Gegenbauer polynomials
such that the Gegenbauer moments are
with a M,σ 0 = 1. Here C 3/2 n (z) is an even (odd) function of z when n is even (odd), thus we have
The normalization f σ M is related to f P M for M = π and K. By contracting
with g να and making use of
Direct computations of the chiral logarithms of f σ π and f σ K also confirm these results. Again, f σ η and f P η are not related unless in the SU(3) limit.
IV. THREE PARTON LCDFS
The three-parton LCDF T M for meson M is defined by [34] :
where g is the strong coupling constant and G σρ is the gluon field strength tensor,
and
and where α ′ , α and α g are momentum fractions carried byq ′ , q and the gluon. For simplicity, we use the gauge n · A = 0, such that the Wilson lines [yn, vyn] = [vyn, −yn] = 1. After the operator product expansion, the resulting twist-3 operator is
where we have suppressed the µ, ν, σ, and ρ indexes on the left hand side. Note that O 3,a k,j transforms in the same way as (O σ,a k ) µν under chiral transformation and
As pointed out in Ref. [34] (see also [30, 33] ), the three twist-3 LCDFs are related by the equations of motion. This implies in ChPT, the counterterms associated with the three LCDFs are also related. It can be shown straightforwardly that the SU(3) relations presented in this work are consistent with the constraints imposed by the equations of motion.
V. LATTICE QCD CHIRAL EXTRAPOLATIONS
The first few moments of the twist-2 and twist-3 LCDFs can be calculated using lattice QCD. Currently only the second twist-2 moment of pion z 2 P π is computed [24] [25] [26] . The latest results on z 
where a 00 and a ij are independent of m q .
For different types of lattice simulations, the leading chiral corrections from the one loop diagrams can still be absorbed into the normalization constants, such that the LCDFs remain analytic at NLO. We have also commented on the calculation of the moments of these distributions using lattice method and light-cone sum rules.
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